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D

Stakeholders want to increase funding for key non-defense discretionary investments, including those that help students graduate from college and support
HBCUs and MSIs, protect core safety net programs that help vulnerable families,
and enact responsible tax reform that raises revenue to help address the nation’s
needs. President Trump appears poised to cut an additional $54 billion in
funding from already under-funded non-defense discretionary programs. And
he has put forward tax proposals that will result in large deficits and future
budget cuts while padding the pockets of the wealthy.

D-

Stakeholders express animated concerns related to proposed budget cuts and
the impact on foster care, TANF, SNAP. The block-granting of Medicaid and status
of the Earned Income Tax Credit also identified as issues. Mixed-status immigrant families identified as particularly at risk.

D-

The appointment of AG Jeff Sessions and actions taken related to immigration
detention and deportation of those protected under DACA top WOC stakeholder list of concerns.

F

Executive Orders are imbalanced in favor of law enforcement. The Violence
Against Women Act and re-activation of private prisons, particularly alarming.
Concerns raised related to disparity in charges related to drug use e.g., opioids vs.
marijuana affects POC disproportionately. Ban the Box efforts perceived at risk.

D+

No policies articulated that mirror community requests. The “Hire American”
policy may in some ways contribute to the employment of more people of color
considering changing demographic but at the disadvantage of other groups,
which is a major concern. Reduction of federal workforce also a concern.

D+

There has been no articulation of policies that will provide living wages and equal
pay. Articulation of support for childcare and paid family leave is commended,
along with the Executive Order for women and girls in science. Sense that
policies that help women business owners and working women at risk.

6

Economic Security

7

Health

F

The attempted repeal of Obamacare and reductions to health, NIH, health
professions and the Office of Minority Health are major factors contributing to
the failing grade.

8

Telecommunications

D

The roll-back of Lifeline carrier participation, recent decisions related to Broadband Deployment Services, abandonment of affordable prison rate policies and
concerns re: privacy and net neutrality top list of concerns.
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